The density functional formalism has been used to investigate the stability and the properties of small palladium clusters supported on graphdiyne layers. The large triangular holes existing on the graphdiyne structure provide efficient sites to hold the clusters at small distances from the plane of the graphdiyne layer. The cluster adsorption energies, between 3 and 4 eV, are large enough to maintain the clusters tightly bound to the triangular holes. The competition between dispersion of Pd atoms on graphdiyne and growth of Pd clusters in the triangular holes of the layer is also discussed. In addition, the triangular holes can be simultaneously decorated with clusters on both sides. This indicates that palladium clusters could be used to build nanostructures formed by stacked graphdiyne layers with tailored interlayer distances controlled by the size of the clusters. The size of the clusters also controls the electronic HOMO-LUMO gap of the material.
Introduction
An important and common process in the industrial and pharmaceutical areas is catalysis. Often, clusters of transition metals (TM) supported on appropriate surfaces are the active catalysts, and the understanding of the cluster-support interaction is of great scientific and technological interest. Also, for many other purposes, the presence of adsorbed clusters can modify the electronic and magnetic properties of the substrate system 1 . There are some challenges regarding the adsorption of molecular species on supported metal clusters, related to the coupling of the clusters with the substrate [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . For instance, an important issue is to reduce the TM contamination occurring during desorption of the molecular species; that is, preventing desorption of TMmolecule complexes. Evidently, a strong binding between the TM clusters and the supporting surface will result in a lower contamination of TM 6 . Also, a strong TM-surface binding will decrease the metal migration and aggregation on the substrate, which is a big challenge in fuel cells 10 . Therefore, designing stable TMsupported systems as efficient frames for adsorption of chemical species is relevant. Nowadays, because of their unique advantages of light weight, flexibility, diverse and economical methods of fabrication, novel carbon allotropes have been given a lot of attention as substrates. In addition, those carbon allotropes are generally stable under different working conditions and allow metallic palladium, proposing that this contact could be effective for graphdiyne-based devices, especially in field effect transistors. Using experimental methods, Qi et al. have concluded that GDY can be used as an effective reducing agent and stabilizer for electroless deposition of Pd nanoparticles 26 , and it was also discovered that graphdiyne could be an excellent substrate to replace graphite or other pure carbon matrices for stabilizing Pt nanoparticles 27 .
A study of the electronic and adsorption properties of Pd clusters supported on GDY, and a comparison with the corresponding results for adsorption of the same clusters on pure and defective graphene should be very valuable. Palladium shares many interesting properties with platinum, and it was recently found that hyper-cross-linked polystyrene (HPS) can be efficiently used to control the growth, size and shape of metal nanoparticles such as Pt and Pd 28 . However, palladium is lighter (and less expensive) than platinum. Then, considering that the adsorbate to adsorbent weight ratio plays an important role in the adsorption of molecular species, Pd should also be favorable in many cases. The present work presents a theoretical analysis of the structure and the electronic properties of palladium clusters deposited on GDY layers. The transition from planar to three-dimensional structures of the deposited Pd clusters is identified and compared to the corresponding case of deposition on graphene. The competition between the dispersion of Pd atoms deposited on GDY and the clustering of the of the Pd atoms and growth of Pd clusters in the triangular holes of the layer is also discussed. Finally, simultaneous deposition of clusters on both sides of the GDY layer is also explored. Because small metal particles have a higher fraction of surface atoms than larger particles, dispersed small particles can be advantageous in catalysis and in adsorption processes.
Computational method
Density functional calculations were carried out using the DA-CAPO code 29 and ultrasoft pseudopotentials. A basis set of plane waves is used to expand the Kohn-Sham wave functions and the electronic density, with cutoff values of 350 eV and 1000 eV, respectively. The substrate, GDY layer, was simulated as a periodically repeated unit cell consisting of 72 carbon atoms in the (x, y) plane (see Fig. 1 ). To minimize interactions between periodic images, the cell parameter c in the z direction was fixed at 14 Å. Integrations over reciprocal space are based on a Monkhorst-Pack grid with 2×2×1 k-points, as a sufficiently large cell has been considered here. The value of c, the cutoffs, and the MonkhorstPack grid were taken to guarantee adsorption energies with a numerical precision of 0.005 eV. Optimization of geometries was lasted until the forces on the atoms were lower than 0.05 eV/Å. The ultrasoft pseudopotential for Pd uses a Kr-like core. The exchange-correlation energy is calculated with the Perdew-Wang PW91 functional 30 , within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). Since this functional does not incorporate dispersion interactions, we have also performed dispersion corrected density functional calculations using Grimme's DFT-D3 corrections 31 to the PBE 32 functional for exchange-correlation. Both, the calculated DFT-PW91 and DFT-PBE-D3 energies are provided to asses the effect of the dispersion interactions. Cluster adsorption energies were calculated in different ways:
where E(GDY-Pd n ), E(GDY) and E(Pd n ) represent the total energies of the combined system GDY-Pd n , clean GDY and isolated Pd n clusters, respectively. In this way, E add (Pd) is the energy released by adding a Pd atom to the supported Pd n−1 cluster; that is, the adsorption energy of the additional Pd atom, and it helps to understand the growth of the supported cluster. E ads is the adsorption energy of the Pd n cluster on GDY. Finally, E form (Pd n ) is the energy of formation, per Pd atom, of the supported GDYPd n system starting from clean GDY and n isolated Pd atoms. In these definitions, the system becomes more stable the larger is the value of the left hand side. The electronic energy gap variation, ∆E gap , for any GDY-Pd n system is defined by E gap (GDY-Pd n ) −E gap (GDY), where E gap is the difference between the energies of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, LUMO, and the highest occupied molecular orbital, HOMO. ∆E gap is an indicator of the change in the electronic structure due to the cluster adsorption.
3 Results and discussion A supercell of single-layer graphdiyne, Fig. 1 , was considered to simulate the substrate. The optimized lattice constant is 9.7 Å, in good agreement with other DFT calculations [33] [34] [35] . Due to the diversity in the hybridization of the carbon-carbon bonds in the −C≡C−C≡C− chains in graphdiyne, the bond lengths along the chain are different: 1.39, 1.23, 1.33, 1.23, and 1.39 Å, aligned from one carbon hexagon to the nearest carbon of an adjacent hexagon. In contrast, the carbon-carbon bond lengths in the carbon hexagons are larger, with an average value of 1.43 Å. Compared with graphene, the diversity of hybridization and bond lengths in GDY results in different properties. For later conve- Table 1 Addition, adsorption and formation energies (in eV), and some relevant (averaged) interatomic distances (in Å) of palladium clusters adsorbed on GDY. For each system the first row provides the energies calculated with the dispersion corrected formalism DFT-PBE-D3, and the second row in parenthesis gives the energies calculated with the DFT-PW91 formalism that does not incorporate dispersion interactions. (5) nience, the four carbon atoms along the −C≡C−C≡C− chains are labelled C', C", C" and C', respectively, as indicated in Fig 1. The distance between the two C' atoms close to a hexagonal ring, indicated by a double arrow in Fig. 1 , is d(C'-C') = 2.82 Å, and the distance between the two C" atoms, also indicated by a double arrow, is d(C"-C") = 4.05 Å.
Pd cluster growth on GDY
The adsorption behavior of palladium clusters and their growth on GDY is now discussed starting with the adsorption of a single Pd atom. In order to find the most stable position for a Pd atom on GDY, many initial locations in the big triangular and small hexagonal holes were explored and relaxed, and the most stable configuration found corresponds to the Pd atom inside the triangular hole, in the position shown in Fig. 2 , symmetrically bound to the nearest C' and C" atoms of two carbon chains of the triangle. The adsorption binding energy is E ads = 2.54 eV. The addition and formation energies are, evidently, equal to the adsorption energy in this case. The Pd atom fits quite well in the GDY plane, being only 0.04 Å above the plane. The bond distances Pd-C' and Pd-C" are 2.08 Å and 2.19 Å, respectively, in good agreement with previous results by Lu et al. 36 , who obtained values of 2.07 Å and 2.17 Å for those two distances. Adsorption, addition and formation energies of all the Pd clusters studied, as well as the relevant bond lengths and interatomic distances are shown in Table 1 . The distortion of the structure of GDY induced by the adsorption of the Pd atom is non negligible. The C'-C' distance near the hexagonal ring 1 decreases by 0.14 Å (d(C'-C') = 2.68 Å), while the C"-C" distance increases by 0.18 Å (d(C"-C") = 4.23 Å), and so the two −C≡C−C≡C− chains near the adsorbed Pd atom become a bit distorted.
The magnetic moment of GDY-Pd is M = 0 (magnetic moments of the all systems studied are given in Table 2 ). Regarding the results obtained for adsorption of atomic Pd on pristine graphene 2 , the Pd atom sits above a C-C bond, at a vertical distance of 2.22 Å, with adsorption energy of 1.09 eV. In the case of the graphene vacancy 6 , the Pd atom sits at a distance of 1.56 Å above the vacancy center, with adsorption energy of 5.13 eV. In summary, the adsorption energy of Pd on GDY is intermediate between the other two cases, and the distance of Pd to the carbon plane is the lowest; that is, the Pd atom is nearly in-plane. The close approach of the Pd atom to the carbon plane results in a stronger interaction of Pd with GDY compared to pristine graphene; however, it is less intense compared to the interaction with the vacancy, because the vacancy has reactive dangling bonds.
Starting with the lowest energy configuration for adsorbed Pd, a second Pd atom was added in different positions on both sides of the GDY plane and all those initial configurations of the system were relaxed. The most stable position of the dimer is shown in Fig. 2 , with the second Pd atom near a second corner of the triangular hole, and the addition energy is E add = 2.45 eV. The two Pd atoms stand a bit out of the GDY plane, by 0.6 Å, but on opposite sides from that plane. The Pd-Pd distance is 2.75 Å. This bond length is elongated by 0.23 Å with respect to the free Pd 2 dimer (d = 2.52 Å), as a consequence of the interaction of the Pd atoms with GDY. The magnetic moment of the system is M = 0. The C'-C' and C"-C" distances increase with respect to the case of a single adsorbed Pd atom. The average of the two relevant C'-C' distances near the Pd atoms is 2.72 Å, and the average of the two C"-C" distances is 4.28 Å. The first one is still smaller than the value d(C'-C') = 2.82 Å in clean GDY. In pristine graphene, Pd 2 forms on the same side of the carbon plane 2 ; in contrast, on defective graphene 37 and on GDY, Pd 2 samples both sides of the flake, what is quite interesting for the adsorption of gases. We also found a second low-lying energy minimum of GDY-Pd 2 with the two Pd atoms on the same side of the GDY plane, and energy 0.5 eV above the ground state. Adding a third Pd atom leads to the very symmetrical configuration in Fig. 2 . The Pd atom occupies the third corner of the big triangular hole, as it could be expected. Interestingly, the three Pd atoms are close to the GDY plane, the average height is 0.23 Å, and it can be appreciated in the Figure that the distortion of the surrounding carbon chains is larger than in the two previous cases. Averages of C'-C' and C"-C" distances in Table 1 show an additional increase of d(C"-C"). The large addition energy, E add = 3.01 eV, reveals the contribution of the Pd-Pd bonds. This bonding contribution occurs because the Pd-Pd distances, 2.57, 2.60 and 2.61 Å, are close to the Pd-Pd distance in the isolated Pd 3 cluster 2 , d(Pd-Pd) = 2.56 Å, and this effect compensates for the distortion energy of the carbon chains. The parallel orientation of Pd 3 with respect to the GDY plane is at variance with the adsorption on pristine graphene or on a graphene vacancy: in those cases the triangular Pd cluster is perpendicular to the plane of carbon atoms 5, 6 . We notice that the energy of the next low-lying minimum, corresponding to a triangular configuration of Pd 3 with vertical orientation similar to those occurring on pristine and defective graphene, is 0.5 eV above the ground state.
Similar to the isolated Pd 4 cluster 38 and Pd 4 cluster supported on pristine 2 and defective graphene 6 , Pd 4 with tetrahedral struc- ture is the first three-dimensional structure for Pd n clusters on GDY. One face of the tetrahedron sits on the GDY plane (see Fig. 2 ) . The position of the three Pd atoms of that face relative to the triangular hole is similar to that seen above for Pd 3 , but the atoms are at an average height of 0.95 Å above the GDY plane. The addition energy of the fourth Pd atom, E add = 2.09 eV, is due mostly to Pd-Pd bonding, because the fourth Pd atom is well above the GDY plane. Actually, the interaction of the fourth Pd atom with the other three allows the Pd 3 triangle to move up to form the tetrahedron. At the same time the interatomic Pd-Pd distances experience an expansion towards values 2.67 -2.69 Å, close to those in free Pd 4 2 .
The lowering of the addition energy between Pd 3 and Pd 4 is an interesting feature. Although adding the fourth atom provides substantial Pd-Pd bonding, separating Pd 3 from its favorable position close to the pore plane reduces the interaction between the cluster and GDY. The closest palladium-carbon distances (average d(Pd-C') = 2.10 Å), are smaller than those for Pd 4 on pristine graphene (2.3-2.4 Å), so the interaction is still higher.
The ground state structure of Pd 5 on GDY is obtained by capping the triangular face on the right hand side of the tetrahedron, as shown in Fig. 2 . Then, the two Pd atoms near the hexagonal rings 2 and 3 move a bit towards the hexagonal ring 1. In this way, the distorted trigonal bipyramid shown in Fig. 2 is obtained for supported Pd 5 (in fact, the structure is midway between a trigonal bipyramid and a square pyramid). The addition energy is E add = 2.90 eV. The position of the cluster is peculiar: three Pd atoms, forming a face of that distorted trigonal bipyramid, sit on top of the triangular hole in a configuration similar to those found in Pd 3 and Pd 4 , that is, near the three vertices of the pore. However, this triangular face is not parallel to the GDY plane; the heights of the three Pd atoms above the GDY plane are 0.76, 1.20 and 1.20 Å, and this indicates that the face is tilted with respect to the GDY plane. The shape of the distorted structure of supported Pd 5 is in between the two lowest energy structures of isolated Pd 5 , the trigonal bipyramid and the square pyramid 2 . In fact, the second most stable isomer of Pd 5 on GDY is the square pyramid, with energy 0.16 eV above the ground state. In comparison, the structure of Pd 5 on a graphene vacancy is also a trigonal bipyramid with the face in contact with the vacancy again tilted 6 , as in the case of GDY. The structure of Pd 5 supported on pristine graphene is the square pyramid 5 .
There are two main competing isomers for free Pd 6 : the octahedral structure, OCT, which is the ground state, and the incomplete pentagonal bipyramid IPB (with an atom missing from the equatorial common base), with an energy 0.29 eV above the ground state 5 . The preferred structure of Pd 6 on GDY, as well as on other carbon materials (clean and defective graphene 6 , and HPS) is the OCT structure. This structure is obtained with an addition energy E add = 2.57 eV. As depicted in Fig. 2 , Pd 6 on GDY rests on a triangular face. The position of this face on the triangular GDY hole is similar to the position of Pd 3 , although the atoms are at a distance 1.22 Å above the GDY layer; the Pd-C' distances are 2.1 Å. The OCT structure, which is a singlet state, shows some distortion: the Pd-Pd distances in the triangular face facing GDY (the bottom face) are 2.95, 2.95 and 2.96 Å (average 2.95 Å), and the Pd-Pd distances in the upper parallel face are 2.69, 2.69, 2.70 Å (average 2.69 Å). The Pd-Pd distances in the bottom face are enlarged by 10 per cent with respect to Pd-Pd distances in free Pd 6 (average 2.68 Å), and this enhancement is due to the interaction between Pd atoms with benzylic carbons C'. The energy of the second minimum, which is a spin triplet state, is 0.30 eV above the ground state.
The addition energies are collected together in Table 1 . The Table also shows the formation energies and the cluster adsorption energies, defined in equations (3) and (2), respectively. There is a good correspondence in the trends of E add and E form as the size of the palladium cluster increases. The most salient feature shown by E ads is that the largest adsorption energy occurs for Pd 3 , which is the case when the triangular Pd 3 cluster is optimally close to the triangular hole. Actually, the most stable structures of Pd 3 to Pd 6 show a common feature, namely, their contact with GDY is through a triangular face, parallel to the GDY plane except for Pd 5 , in which case the face is tilted. The situation for Pd n supported on pristine graphene or on a graphene vacancy is different. In those cases Pd 3 is perpendicular to the substrate, and a variety of configurations occur for Pd 4 −Pd 6 .
The observed trend on GDY invites investigating larger clusters, and for this purpose we have focused on Pd 13 . The structure of the isolated cluster is a bilayer formed by two fcc (111) planes with seven and six atoms, respectively 39, 40 . The calculated lowest energy structure of Pd 13 on GDY is shown in Fig. 2 . The two Pd layers are parallel to the GDY plane, and the layer in contact with the substrate is the face having seven atoms: six Pd atoms sit on top of the carbon chains forming the boundary of the triangular hole, and the seventh Pd atom is in the center of the hole. The height of this layer above the GDY plane is 2.18 Å, the largest height of all clusters studied. On the other hand, the upper Pd layer forms a triangle with three atoms in positions whose projections on the GDY plane are near the vertices of the triangular hole and the projections of the other three atoms fall in the middle of the edges of that triangle. The distance between the two (111) planes of the cluster is 2.27 Å. This value is close to the interplanar spacing in Pd nanoparticles of size 4nm deposited on GDY and measured by high resolution transmission electron microscopy 26 , d= 2.22 Å, and to the interplanar spacing in bulk fcc palladium, d=2.24 Å. This means that the effect of the GDY substrate on the interlayer spacing of the fcc-like Pd particles is small.
The spin magnetic moment of the free Pd 13 cluster, 6 µ B , quenches down to zero upon deposition of the cluster on GDY. In contrast, deposition of Pd 13 on pristine graphene quenches only partially the moment and the magnetic moment of the supported cluster 41 is 4 µ B . The adsorption energy of the cluster is E ads = 4.82 eV. The adsorption energy of the clusters does not scale with the number of Pd atoms in contact with the substrate. For the three clusters having a triangular face in contact with GDY, Pd 3 -Pd 6 , the cluster adsorption energies vary between 3.56 and 4.41 eV. The adsorption energy of Pd 3 , 4.41 eV, is larger than the adsorption energies of Pd 4 , Pd 5 and Pd 6 . The same lack of a systematic trend occurs for Pd n clusters on pristine graphene [2] [3] [4] [5] . We also conclude that the adsorption energies of Pd n on GDY are intermediate between the adsorption energies on pristine and defective graphene. As the number of vacancies in graphene is limited and these disappear at high temperature, GDY could be a more effective substrate to anchor clusters than graphene.
Inclusion of the van der Waals interactions leads to larger addition, adsorption and formation energies. Although van der Waals interactions are small, their net contribution increases as the size of the Pd cluster grows up. This can be appreciated in the addition energies E add (Pd) of Table 1 . The dispersion contribution is 0.05 eV for the addition of the first Pd atom to GDY, and then grows up slowly, reaching a value of 0.12 eV for the addition of the sixth Pd atom. As a fraction of E add , the dispersion contribution increases from 2 percent to 12 percent. This increase is due to the fact that the dispersion interactions are evaluated in the DFT-D3 method as a sum of pairwise terms, and a larger Pd cluster implies more terms. The adsorption energies E ads reflect the same behavior. The van der Waals contribution to the adsorption energy of the Pd n cluster increases from 0.05 eV for adsorption of a single Pd atom to 0.99 eV for the adsorption of Pd 13 , or from 2 percent to 20 percent.
Competition between dispersion of Pd atoms and cluster growth on GDY
Palladium atoms deposited on a GDY layer can adsorb on the layer by binding to previously adsorbed Pd atoms, as shown in the previous section, and thus leading to the growth of Pd clusters. On the other hand, the successively deposited Pd atoms could also be adsorbed on different triangular holes, leading to the dispersion of the Pd atoms on the GDY layer. To shed light on the competition between these two processes, clustering and dispersion of Pd on GDY, we have investigated the adsorption of Pd on adjacent triangular holes. First we notice from the upper section of Table 1 that the addition energy of a second Pd atom next to a Pd atom preadsorbed on GDY (E add = 2.45 eV) is almost equal to the adsorption energy of one palladium atom on the GDY layer (E ads = 2.54 eV). These very similar energies suggest that it would be nearly equally favorable adding the second Pd atom on the same triangular hole or on a different triangular hole, thus the coverage of the GDY would tend to be uniform. The calculated addition energy of a second Pd atom on a different triangular hole than the first Pd atom, which amounts to 2.50 eV (see the middle section of Table 1 ), confirms that expectation. The most favorable position of the two Pd atoms in two adjacent pores is on opposite vertices of the respective triangular pores (see Fig. 3 ). It is also of interest to study the competition between clustering and dispersion for preadsorbed Pd clusters, specially for the case when the transition between 2-dimensional, Pd 3 , and 3-dimensional, Pd 4 , clusters takes place. The triangular holes of GDY can hold a maximum of three Pd atoms in plane and thus the fourth Pd atom attached to the same pore forms a three dimensional Pd 4 cluster. Notice that the fourth Pd atom is not directly bound to the GDY layer. The addition energy of the fourth Pd atom to a preadsorbed Pd 3 , 2.09 eV, is somewhat lower than the addition energy of that atom to a different triangular hole, 2.81 eV (see Fig. 3 ). This result can be understood because, as we showed in the previous subsection, the formation of the three dimensional Pd 4 cluster is accompanied by a lowering in the adsorption energy of the cluster (from 4.41 eV in Pd 3 to 3.56 in Pd 4 ) due to an increase in the overall distance between the cluster and the GDY layer. Therefore it is slightly more favorable to bind a Pd atom directly to the GDY layer in a different triangular hole than to grow a three dimensional Pd cluster. Overall, the two processes, dispersion of Pd atoms and growth of Pd clusters, can take place in the GDY layer. However, if preformed Pd clusters are deposited on GDY, they will adsorb with substantial adsorption energies as shown in the previvous subsection. These conclusions are consistent with the experimental observation that the Pd nanoparticles of size 1.3 nm are fairly well dispersed on GDY 26 .
Adsorption of Pd clusters on both sides of GDY
In order to investigate the efficiency of the GDY layer to anchor clusters on both sides of the big triangular hole simultaneously, two Pd 6 (or two Pd 13 ) clusters have been added. The lowest energy structures obtained are displayed in Fig. 4 . The positions of the two Pd 6 (or two Pd 13 ) clusters are symmetrical with respect to the GDY plane. The projections of those positions onto the GDY plane are nearly the same as for single Pd 6 or Pd 13 clusters. The cluster-GDY distance has increased to 1.34 Å for two Pd 6 (it was 1.22 Å for one Pd 6 ). However, the two Pd 13 clusters are at the same distance (one on each side of the layer) from GDY, 2.21 Å, as the single Pd 13 . We have calculated the cluster adsorption energies in two ways. In the first definition
is an average adsorption energy corresponding to the process of adding the Pd n clusters on both sides of the GDY plane simultaneously. A second criterion can be used,
corresponding to the process of adding the second cluster when the first one is already adsorbed. As shown in Table 1 , the two adsorption energies are not equal: For Pd 6 , E 2 ads is a bit higher than E 1 ads , so the adsorption of the second cluster releases a larger amount of energy than the adsorption of the first one. The same effect can be noticed in that E 1 ads =4.05 eV and E 2 ads = 4.13 eV for Pd 6 are larger than the adsorption energy of the first Pd 6 cluster, 3.97 eV. This increase of the adsorption energy for the second Pd 6 cluster would not be expected on the basis of the increase of the GDY-Pd 6 distance, from 1.22 Å to 1.34 Å, upon adsorption of the second cluster. A larger distance usually leads to smaller interaction energies. However, the larger GDY-Pd 6 distance results in interatomic distances between neighboring Pd atoms across the pore of 2.68 Å, close to the interatomic distance of 2.75 Å in bulk Pd; in this way Pd-Pd bonding across the triangular hole is responsible for the increase of binding of the second Pd 6 cluster. Similarly, in the case of Pd 13 , E 2 ads is a bit higher than E 1 ads . In this case, the distances between GDY and the two Pd 13 clusters, 2.21 Å, are the same as for the adsorption of a single Pd 13 cluster. The higher adsorption energy of the second Pd 13 cluster, E 2 ads =6.16 eV, as compared with the adsorption energy of a single cluster, 4.82 eV, mainly reflects the effect of the Pd-Pd bonding across the triangular hole. Although the Pd-Pd distances across the triangular hole are larger than the bond distance in bulk Pd, the effect of the attractive tail of the effective interatomic potential is active. A part of this bonding effect is contributed by the dispersion interactions. The important conclusion from the whole discussion is that clusters can be attached on both sides of the GDY layer simultaneously with adsorption energies of about 4-6 eV. This result suggests that clusters can be employed to build nanostructures formed by GDY bilayers or multilayers with interlayer distances controlled by the intercalated clusters. A comparison of the C'-C' and C"-C" distances in GDY-2P 6 and GDY-2Pd 13 with those in GDY-Pd 6 and GDY-Pd 13 reveals that the deformation of the carbon framework of the triangular holes is larger in GDY-2P 6 and GDY-2Pd 13 . This can also be observed in the Pd-C' and Pd-C" distances in Table 1 .
Electronic properties
Some electronic properties of all GDY-Pd n and GDY-2Pd n systems are reported in Table 2 , and the densities of states (DOS) of GDY, GDY-Pd and GDY-Pd 3 are shown in Fig. 5 . The electronic band gap of pristine GDY is 0.93 eV. This value is intermediate between band gaps calculated using DFT with other exchange-correlation functionals (gaps in the range 0.4-0.5 eV) 33, 42, 43 and the value of 1.18 eV calculated by the hybrid B3LYP method 43 . A recent calculation within the many-body GW method predicts a gap of 1.10 eV 18 . The value of the gap is lowered to 0.79 eV in GDYPd, and width of the gap also continues as the anchored Pd n cluster grows in size. This trend is attributed to the increasingly dominant effect of the Pd d states around the Fermi energy. Thus, the size of the Pd clusters can be used to modify the width of the band gap in a controlled way, a feature that could be useful for applications in sensing devices. On the other hand, the dispersion of Pd atoms on different triangular holes of the GDY layer has only a minor effect in the electronic gap (the gap of GDY-Pd-Pd is 0.70 eV) with respect to the system with one adsorbed Pd atom, 0.79 eV. A similar behaviour is observed in the case of adsorption of a Pd atom in a triangular hole adjacent to another hole decorated with Pd 3 . The gap in this case, 0.51 eV, is similar to that of the GDY-Pd 3 system, 0.46 eV. The electron density redistribution, ∆ρ, for adsorption of a Pd n cluster on GDY, defined as ∆ρ = ρ(Pd n onGDY) − ρ(Pd n ) − ρ(GDY )
is given in Fig. 6 for GDY-Pd 2 , GDY-Pd 4 and GDY-Pd 13 . Yellow and green colors indicate regions of enhancement and lowering of electron density, respectively. The electron redistribution is quite complex, but an accumulation of electron density in the regions between the Pd atoms and the closest carbon atoms can be appreciated. Some polarization of the charge also occurs around the Pd atoms.
Summary and conclusions
Graphdiyne can serve as an efficient substrate to hold palladium atoms and clusters. The preferred positions for the Pd atoms and clusters are on the big triangular holes, at small distances from the graphdiyne layer plane. Those distances are not longer than 1.2 Å when the cluster size fits well in the triangular hole (up to Pd 6 for the cluster sizes analyzed), and are longer than this value for larger cluster sizes (Pd 13 in our case). Palladium atoms deposited on GDY can be dispersed in different triangular holes of the layer or may join together forming clusters. These two processes are nearly equally favorable. The cluster adsorption energies are between 3 and 4 eV, large enough to maintain the clusters tightly bound to the triangular holes, more so than the same clusters on pristine graphene. It is also feasible to dope graphdiyne simultaneously with clusters on the upper and lower sides of the same triangular hole, and the adsorption binding energies only decrease by a little (less than 10 percent). These properties indicate that Pd clusters (many other elements are expected to behave in the same way) can be used to build nanostructures in which graphdiyne layers are stacked with interlayer distances controlled at will by the size of the clusters. The size of the clusters also controls the electronic band gap of the material.
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